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Wooster Debaters
Come in Second
At John Hopkins

Nuclear War not Unthinkable
Military Spending Escalates
by Robin Wikon

happened at Hiroshima and
Nagasaki But that was 35 years
ago Since then nuclear test bans
disarmament treaties and SALT
talks have made the chances of
contemporary nuclear warfare
ft

unthinkable
That is what most Americans
believe Alan Geyer told a capacity
audience at Wednesdays convocation But events during the mid
1970s have rendered the bans and
treaties of the 1960s obsolete
increasing the possibility of a
nuclear crisis he said in a speech
which opened the Colleges weeklong symposium Waging Peace
The Next Steps
Most Americans are not aware
that such a crisis is relevant said
Geyer who Is the executive
director of the Churches at the
Center of Theology and Public
Policy in Washington DC The
media and the government have
put a buffer between the public and
world politics by failing to provide
them with first hand information
on global nuclear crises he said
According to Geyer events of
the mid- 1970s disregarded earlier
attempts to hah the use of nuclear
energy The 1973- 74 oil crisis
pushed nations closer to using
nuclear energy he said In 1974
India and Israel made it known that
they had nuclear weapons and
South Africa declared that soon it
too would have nuclear power

In addition authorities discovered that more nuclear tests
had been taking place after the test
ban treaty was signed in 1963 than
before Geyer reported Likewise
thousands of nuclear warheads
were being made during the SALT
talks he said In 1974 in the United
States alone 7000 above- ground
nuclear weapons were declared
unsafe he added
With such blatant disregard for
prior non- proliferation agreements
on nuclear power it is currently
impossible for organizations upholding the agreements to define
their mandates Geyer said This
summer in Geneva Geyer saw first
hand the distress and confusion
that one of these Organizations had
over developing its plan of action
He attended the second review
conference on the Nonproiiferation Treaty signed in 1968 after
the United States and the Soviet
Union submitted a disarmament
plan to the General Assembly
which proposed a ban on the
uausfei and acquisition of nuclear
weapons
The conference was a disaster
AB negotiations failed and it finally
broke up kv a stalemate with the
prospects of using nuclear power
in the future unclear Geyer said
One delegate to the conference
called its inconsequential end the
final curtain to a comedy act he

Sheehan Contributing
Reporter for The New York Timed
and the journalist who broke the
story of The Pentagon Papers and
who obtained this secret history
for the Times will speak here
next Thursday Octrl6 at McGaw
chapel beginning at 8 pm on
Neil

American presidential politics
Mr Sheehan has spent the last
few years in researching and
writing a definitive history of
American involvement in South
East Asia and his forthcoming
book The American Experience
in Vet Nam is the culmination of
these years of research Mr

Sheehans first book
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In competition with 34 teams
from the eastern portion of the
United States The College of
Wooster Debate Team finished
second at the prestigious Johns
Hopkins University Tournament
recently in Baltimore
The team composed of Jim
Sites sophomore from Louisville
and Mark Belasic junior from
Cuyahoga Falls qualified for the
elimination rounds by compiling a
5- 3 record
in the preliminary
action In the octafmaJ round the
Scots eliminated a nationally
prominent team from Seton Hall

University in a unanimous

decision

added

con on p 3

Amheiter Affair was a true story
dealing with the navy
it was in 1971 while Nefl
Sheehan was White House
Correspondent for the New York
Times that he came into
possession of The Pentagon
Papers the publication of which
was one of the most important and
sensational newspaper events of
our century The appearance of
this top secret history of the Viet
Nam War triggered a series of
events which are stiB having
effects on our nation
Sheehan has been a Times
reporter since 1964 and now as
Contributing Editor he specializes
in pofiticaL diplomatic and military
affairs Prior to joining the Times
he was Vietnam Bureau Chief for

1
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Womens Table Pat Simon Feminists for Peace
SOS- Lowry Center 247- 49
Hararnbee House Political Situation Afghanistan
Pakistan Iran- Lowry Center 119
Films see scheduIe- Lean Lecture Room
Registration for offcampus visitors to Peace Sym
poskim Freedlander Lobby
Workshop on Peace Studies Wishart 104
Worship in Mackey HallChurch House
Dinner Kittredge HaH for off- campus visitors

1200 noon

300 pm
200630
300- 500
30-

0500

430 pm
500- 630

registered for symposium

700 pm

Addresses Richard Bamet Waging Peace The
hlextSteps- McGaw Chapel Alan Geyer Wagmg
Peace The Challenge to the Academic and the
Religious Community Panel Discussion Bamet
Bloornfield Geyer Barkat
Reception- Lowiy Center Main Lobby
Fflms- Taeusch Lounge Lowry Center

y

1000 pm

100
73045

901-

r

Nea Sheehan

M
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p 2

coach Jerry

Sanders

with the results of the debate
teams first competition of the
year Many of the teams who
were there including the West
Virginia team we lost to in the final
round had already attended a
tournament this year This gives
them a big advantage However
we still reached the finals and were
defeated by only one vote
reported the coach
Sanders added that Many of
the teams who were there were of
r ational calibre These included
George Mason University the
US Naval Academy George
Washington University and of
course Seton HaB and West
Virginia

T

The debate topic for this year in
the college ranks is Resolved
That The United States Should
Significantly Increase Its Foreign
Military Commitments

900 am

Alumnus Loans
Steel Bird Work

Geyer
Workshops Kauke HaH The Nuclear Moratorium

Center This untitled piece seems
to have found hs way there quite

1145-

J

100

100 pm

330-

530

Campaign Bill Price
The Politics of Peace and Security Lowell Livezey
Organizing Locally on mtemationalIssues Mark

Shanahan

5

the Columbia

cortf on

Scot

indicated that he- was very pleased

Breakfast Kittredge Dining HaB for registered off
campus visitors
Address Lincoln Bloornfield Waging Peace Our
Weapons McGaw Panel Discussion Bloornfield
Barnet Geyer Barkat
J
Lunch Kittredge Dining HaD for registered off
campus visitors
Address Anwar Barkat Waging Peace Our
McGaw
Wealth
Panel Discussion Barkat Bloornfield Bamet

and was a war

Journalism Award the first Drew
Pearson Prize for Excellence in
Investigative Reporting the Page

The quarterfinal round saw
Sites and Belasic eliminate a
University of West Virginia team in
another 3- 0 decision In the
semifinals the Wooster debaters
blanked a fine Davidson College
team before dropping a 3- 2
decision to the top team from the
University of West Virginia in the
finals

October 11 Saturday

Adding to his experience in South
East Asia he was a reporter in

Journalism

i

October 10 Friday

correspondent in Viet Nam
Neil Sheehan has won a number
of awards for his reporting from
Vietnam and from Washington
The Louis M Lyons Award for
Conscience and Integrity in

iTft

m
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United Press International

Indonesia
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SPEAKER ALAN GEYER informed a capacity audience at convo
cation Wednesday that future nuclear crisis is possible Photo by
Rodger PelagaCL

T

New York Times Journalist to Discuss
Presidential Politics at McGaw Chapel

t
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KJBUSHEP BY AND FOR THE STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER

545-

645

730 pm

r

Feminism The Hope for the Future Pat Simon
Tactics for Waging Peace Bill Yolton and Jon
Conner
Peace Education in the Local Church Lick Watts
Peacemaking at the Parish Level Gordon Stewart
Youth and the Draft Isabel Bliss and Jeff Milter
Alternatives Charles Raw lings
On Peace Studies Robert Smylie
campus visitors
Worship Lowry Chapel McGawJ

com onrx 3
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by C Clara Nelson v f
To all those who have yet to
notice there is a large weathered
sculpted bird perched on a

rotatable concrete pedestal
between the PEC and Lowry

unnoticed
Weighing approximately 800
lbs the bird is the work of Stewart
Simonds a 1970 Wooster
graduate with a degree in studio
art Simonds a native of the
Pittsburgh area is now living in
Wayne County He is the vic-

epresident of Photography
Unlimited Inc
a v commercial

photography studio in Wooster
Simonds describes his sculpting as
an avocation
v People have suggested that the
piece resembles anything from a
V

com on

p3 v
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Supreme Court Opens Term
Draft of Women in Question
Well here it is The long- awaited moment has arrived Amidst cases of
teenage abortion sewage dumping in Lake Michigan media- coverage of
trials pay raises to federal judges and Richard Nixons ever- ready
wiretapping the Supreme Court in its 1980 term will be resolving at last
the question of registering women for the draft
This is doubtless a good time to sit back and observe with wry reserve
the consistency or of course lack of consistency in the actions of our

v

fellow individuals Will the women now counting themselves proregistration hasten to change their minds and become vehement
opponents now that they are about to be personally affected Will those
supporters of the ERA quickly amend their statements to re- read equal
rights in everything but this
Its a good time for observation but its a better time to re assess our
own values and opinions and make up our own minds on what stance to
take If anyone is to register certainly to confine it to one sex is unfair to
both If the Supreme Court decides now to exclude women from the
draft it is relegating women to the household but once again labelling it
the duty of each man to fight and be shot and of each woman to wait
rather uselessly at home and watch the children
But the real issue is not women and registration It is registration Does
this government really have the right to create a war in its own interests
and for its own benefits using its youth as handy unprotesting appliances
calculatedly geared for the proper action at the proper time
Our duty as Americans has been beaten into our heads since we were
children memorizing phrases without understanding their meaning no
one thought to drill us on that hoping wed get them in the proper order
without stumbling so the kid in the next aisle couldnt tell the teacher we
werent pledging allegiance to the flag wondering why everyone so
stalwart ly defended American involvement in Vietnam and then alt of a
sudden stopped talking about it It wasnt until we grew up that we
figured out it was because theyd realized they were wrong and being
Americansjwere too proud to admit it
And her it is again as Americans it is our duty to serve our country
no matter what But registering for the draft is not the duty of every
American Citizenship however noble a concept cannot be equated
with a mindless obedience to the current ploys and prejudices of a body
of men and women who are where they are for lack of better choices
Citizenship is knowing our minds and knowing our country and having
the courage to follow through on that knowledge even when it doesnt
coincide with public opinion
Regardless of what the Supreme Court decides this issue is still one
which is up to each individual It is time for each of us to evaluate our
position and determine our stance If we favor registration if we support
the growing US infatuation with military superiority the quest to
intervene to fight to combine troops in one last all- out attempt to make
America great again we must remember that no one now is exempt If
we oppose registration if we oppose the use of our lives in a war in which
we cannot believe and therefore cannot fight we must remember that
now more than ever it is time for everyone to work together
LAB

Sheehan to Address Political Issues
p
cont from 1
One Award of the Newspaper
Guild of New York the Sigma

Delta Chi Distinguished Service
Award for Washington Correspondents the Sidney Hillman
Foundation Award a Certificate
of Appreciation and a Citation for
Excellence from the Overseas
Club and the Silver Medal of the
Poor Richard Club of Philadelphia

Born on October 27 1936
Sheehan was graduated with
honors from Harvard College in
1958 At Harvard he was a
member of the editorial board of
the Harvard Advocate the college

literary magazine
While serving with the US
Army in Korea he was managing
of the 7th Infantry Divisions
4 editor
weekly newspaper

THE WOOSTER VOICE
Published weekly during the academic year by the students of the
College of Wooster Opinions expressed in editorials and features are
those of the staff alone and should not be construed as representative of
administration policy
The WOOSTER VOICE welcomes all signed letters to the Editor from
students faculty administrators subscribers and members of the greater
Wooster community AD correspondence may be addressed to the
WOOSTER VOICE Box 3187 The College of Wooster Wooster Ohio
44691

The WOOSTER VOICE is a member of the United States Press
Association and the Ohio Newspaper Association The subscription rate is
1000 per year for second class delivery
Offices of the WOOSTER VOICE are located in Lowry Center
Telephone 216 264 1234 ext 433

STAFF
EditorinCh-

ief

Associate Editor
News Editor
Feature Editor
Sports Editor
Photography Editor
Advertising Manager
Circulation Manager

Louise A Blum
Martha Oesch
Diama Troyer
Karen McCartney
Dave Bryan
Rodger PdagalE
Jay West
Pam Wetter

Reporting Staff
Margaret Poethig Robin Wilson Susan Reid Hugh QroweH Timothy
Spence Eric Johnson Desiree Roy Arlette Pahlsson Karen
LundstromsJake Reiter Lauren Smith Al Cleveland C Clara Nelson
Photographers
Meg Wehrly Jay West John Crozier Eric Johnson
Columnists
Eric Johnson Lee Merrill Jim Luce Peter Havholm Gordon Stewart
Alkis Papademetrious

Writer Protests Voice Arbitrariness
Dear Editor
v I have always thought that the
Wooster Voice is an excellent
school newspaper But I have also
thought that the Voice needed a
touch of humor that would add to
its excellece sic At the beginning
of the quarter therefore I asked the
editor of the Voice whether or not I
could write a weekly column for
the newspaper The answer was a
welcoming affirmative It was then
agreed that I would write a series of
Ight humerous sic satirical articles
on topics ranging from everyday
existence at Wooster to Washington politics So my first article its
title Reflections of a Senior was
published in last weeks Voice
Early this week however the
Voice staff decided to discontinue
printing my column I realized that
itvas not just for this weeks article
which I had already written but
for the whole quarter Obviously
this action by the staff was a
vnbtion sic of the verbal promise it
had given to me earlier this
quarter Of course the staff has
some rights to influence the
content of columnists articles in
fact I welcome its suggestions and
advices sic But I doubt very much
whether it has the right to renege
on its promise
The decision of the Voice staff
as I understand was based on its
objections to the approach of my
first article The staff did not like my
type of humor I believe that this
decision reflects the arbitrariness of
the staff Its decision was based
more on personal taste than on
sound journalistic judgment which
in this case is self- restraint
I have received many different
responses to my last article from
both positive and
the readers
negative I Respect them for
expressing their opinions It is my
understanding that the readers
taste had much to do with their
liking or disliking my article I am
also convinced that my article did
not suit the Voice staffs superior
taste This explaines sic its arbitrary
decision

Moreover it is sad and irritating
that the staff decided to stop
printing my column on the basis of
just one article I had written In the
conversation with the editor I
admitted that the last weeks article
was not of a superior quality but I
expressed hope that my later
articles would show improvements

The Voice editor however main
tained that one article was suffi
cient to base her decision upon
The inflexibility of the Voice staff
was further revealed by its refusal
to Est en to my cornprornised oSer
sic My offer was to have the readers
determine whether my column Is
good enough to be continued or
not after publication of few more
articles I am wilting to have my
column removed if readers have
the same objections as the Voice

has
hope that this editorial will
bring out responses from the
student body It is my belief that

staff
I

strong responses Le editorials
are needed in order to discourage
the mistake of arbitrariness that the
Voice is about to commit I also
hope that the readers of this
editorial understand that the real
issue in this controversy is not
selfish desire on my part to
maintain my column but the
implication of arbitrariness that
borders on censorship on the part
of our newspaper
Richard W An

Light humorous
satirical articles those yes we did
agree to print We have however
yet to see one Who k hi fact
reneging on the original verbal
promise
In regard to the charge of
It was the undercensorship
standing of the Voice that censorship referred to the suppression of
material from a disagreement with
its content Our objections to Mr
Ans column certainly do not arise
from its content indeed how
We are objecting to
could they
the auahtv of htautrmng stole If the
definition of censorship extends
also to dissatisfaction with writing
ability men the Voice in its habit of
editing or discarding ill- written
stories has in fact been guilty of
censorship since 1883
Being a student newspaper
however we readily acknowledge
Mr Ans discontent and agree to
leave the final decision up to the
student body If enough people
argue for the continuation of the
column the Voice will certainly
hasten to conform its standards
Never let it be said that any
newspaper sought to rise above its
readers

Editors note

Dulling of Sword Blades
Inviable and Undesirable
The Rev Gordon Stewart the campus minister has recently taken to
writing a column Swords into Plowshares in this journal I take this
space to first welcome my journalistic colleague to the staff But I must
quickly come to a head with the Ministers writings
The Rev Stewart opened his column some two weeks ago with an
offering of hope that sometime we might find the strength to change
our swords into plowshares our bombs of nuclear terror into food for

the masses
Perhaps to the bewilderment of the Reverend and his plowshare
bearers this writer an enlightened capitalist to use my colleagues
words would also like to see instruments of destruction be transformed
mto instruments of enterprise He is realistic and omniscient enough
however to realize that God created man imperfect and that this
inherent imperfection has caused man to be avaricious Sadly enough
without his sword man is unable to protect himself from his peers
The faults of Gods creations have over the course of human history
resulted in the death and enslavement of countless millions pagans
Jews Protestants and the like The Reverends journalism brings to light
more contemporary examples of barbarism specifically the reigns of
Nicaraguas Somoza and Irans Shah Notwithstanding the latter two
are guilty of unseemly atrocities They used swords to suppress enemies
That these two rulers turned backward nations into essentially
economically free and relatively prosperous states as compared to
Soviet bloc countries and elevated the role of women from quasi- slaves
to human beings is apparently insignificant to the Reverend
The accomplishments and atrocities of these late monarchs are moot
In this article the writer is bringing into question the idealism and the
cont on p3
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Peace Symposium Schedule
cont from p

Poetrys- Power

Evokes Emotion

1

International Coffee House Babcock International
House
900 am to 1030 pmFilms Lean Lecture Room see schedule
900-

1030

October

830-

1030

1030 am
1030 am

12

by Lauren Smith
B Staffbrd of the
University of Dublin came to
William

Sunday

Workshop on Peace Studies Tauesch Faculty
Lounge Lowry Center
Worship Westminster Presbyterian Church John
T Conner preaching
Worship First Presbyterian Church Alan Geyer
preaching

Greece An Interdisciplinary

Oddessy symposium He has
published several books on the
topic of Greek poetry and
written over seventy articles for
various magazines Currently the
pro- chancellor for the University
of Dublin Stafford has also been a
senator of the university and a
senator of the Irish Parliament
The lecture examined the
emotional power of Greek poetry
Stafford contends that Greek
poetry evokes more emotion from
the audience than any other- kind
He backs this claim by citing the
effect that the tragedies had on the
audience There have been cases
of mass hysteria caused by the
emotions brought out by the
tragedy There have even been
evidences that pregnant women
have miscarried Stafford said
because the tragedy upset them so
mucn
If these incidents really
occurred why dont they happen
to audiences of today Stafford
gave several reasons the most
important of which was the
physical condition of the audience
People were jam- packed into their
seats and if one person shuddered
at a scene the whole row could
feel it because their shoulders

FILMS
Friday October 10
Lean
Frontline 60 minutes
Boom 11 minutes Games 7 minutes HiroshimaNagasaki 16 minutes
Between Men 57 minutes
400 pm
War Without Winners 27 minutes
500 pm
The Marginal People 27 minutes
530 pm
The Transnational 27 minutes
600 pm
Lowry Center Taeusch Lounge
The War Came 49 minutes
900 pm
Survivalor Suicide 24 minutes
1000 pm
Ground Zero at Bangor 28 minutes
1030 pm
r
Saturday October 11
Lean
The Marginal People 27 minutes
900 am
77ie Transnational 27 minutes
930 am
War Without Winners 27 minutes
1000 am
Ground Zero at Bangor 28 minutes
1030 am
SurvivaLor Suicide 24 minutes
1100 am
The War Game 50 minutes
lL45am
Hiroshima- Nagasaki 16 minutes
1245 pm
Between Men 57 minutes
100 pm
Frontline 60 minutes
200 pm
Paul Jacobs and the Nuclear Gang 60 minutes
300 pm
Ground Zero at Bangor 28 minutes
400 pm
Survival or Suicide 24 minutes
430 pm
Hiroshima Nagasaki 16 minutes
5UU pm
War Without Winners 27 minutes
530 pm
11 minutes Games 7 minutes
Boom
pm
600
Game 49 minutes
War
The
pm
630
Paul Jacobs and the Nuclear Gang 6U minutes
730 pm
Between Men 57 minutes
850 pm
Frontline 60 minutes
pm
930

200 pm
300 pm

Dulling of Sword Blades
Undesirable
Inviable and
cont
p2
from

desirability of dulling the blades of our swords while sharpening our
plowshares
Again the- Jatter is a desirable goal But so too is the defense of the
masses of whom the Rev Stewart writes a desirable goal In this world of
imperfect beings who radiate enmity one can hardly throw away
weapons of defense Unprotected masses have always been prime
targets for heinous strongarms
Before some westernization by the French decades ago Vietnam was
a small backward and essentially illiterate Southeast Asian nation where
men and women labored under feudal conditions with simple agricultural
technology Though conditions for many changed only little in Vietnam
under the western capitalists first French and then American there
were indications of prosperity in the small country
But the end of World War II brought conflict conflict between
nationalists and Communists The mounting troubles drove t he- French
to pack their bags and leave Vietnam
Vietnam is a classic example of conflict which can result between the
sword bearers and those holding plowshares The former the
enlightened capitalists sought to exploit Vietnam by trying to protect
its sovereignty from invaders and by attempting to instill at least a
modicum of prosperity for the people The bearers of plowshares those
intent upon seeking peace for the masses said it was all right for our
friends behind the iron curtain to exploit and slaughter so long as the
masses had plowshares for their dread lives
A final point of contention to be found in the Rev Stewarts writings
The Reverend drops irr Jerry FalweH and the Moral Majority saying that
he finds Falwell and the folk of that ilk frightening and frustrating
Students of the American scene know that the Moral Majority is
composed of fundamentalists who believe in a return to the so- called
the family church apple pie and
traditional American values
decentralized governmentThese moralists have played an active role in
politics this year openly and actively supporting conservative
Democratic and Republican politicians Some claim that such activity
makes fort a rather strong mixture of church and state
In calling the fundamentalists frightening and frustrating it must
be remembered that a decade ago during the Vietnam syndrome the
New Left and many churches were in close collaboration with one
another A decade ago all under the guise of- peace and human rights
preachers denounced Vietnam in their
swords into plowshares
ccrmnns and churches and the World Council of Churches were wont to
provide sustenance to terrorists
WagingPeace The Next Steps a symposiumwhich begins today at
the College is certain to provide an excellent forum on a major question
which for centuries has puzzled us and in searching for an answer has at
times unsettled peace how best do we dull those swords whilesharpening our plowshares
Spence
by Timothy

l

j

RICHARD BARNET keynote speaker for the Peace Symposium
the opening address tonight at 7 pm on Waging Peace
The Next Steps News Service Photo
will give

began to cry tne wnoie oencn
might also begin to cry feeling
empathy with the original cryer
Todays audiences arent this

Nuclear War not Uhthihkable
Military Spending Escalates
cont from p 1
Geyer blames the conferences
inability to act not only on events
of the 1970s which increased
but also on
nuclear activity
contemporary American political
policy Jimmy Carter promised to
reduce military spending and
promote nonproliferation but hes
done neither Geyer said In fact
during the conference Carter
issued Presidential Directive 59
which in essence celebrated and
rationalized the use of nuclear
weapons he added
In addition Geyer said that in
recent presidential primaries presidential nominees clouded the
future of nuclear power by eliminating its discussion from their
agenda When US delegates to the
Conference
Nonproliferation
questioned the White House on
the United States position on
disarmament

Geyer said the

White House officials told delegates to de- emphasize disarma

Shalom House
Peace
Promotes
by Susan Reid

The Hebrew word shalom is a
beautiful word It is a greeting and
a farewell and it also carries the
meaning of peace a very
important concept to those of us
who have given the name Shalom

House to the nonviolence

program house which we now call
home

When you ask a Shalom House
what the houses
ideological stance is on certain
issues your general response will
be that there are 13 house
members and thus 13 different

resident

ideologies The common bond
among us is not that of religious
conviction nor a belief that all
violence is wrong or that all

cont on p 5

the theatres have separate
seats and they go as individuals
not as a group on one large bench
There was also more interaction
between the players and the
audience than there is today Now
we have the convention of the
fourth waB- the audience is an
outsider looking in through a
window at the goings- on but in
close-

ment and instead uphold the
United Statesf ine energy policy

The Nonproliferation Treaty

Conferences inability to define its
mandate because of inconsistent
and unpredictable political policies
advocating nuclear power shows
how possible a nuclear crisis is
today Geyer said
The consequence of nuclear
warfare is a radiation wave that
would destroy the ozone which is
the part of the atmosphere that
shields the earth from the suns

ultraviolet rays

Greece

the audience was

considered an extension of the
chorus- the players would interact
drectly with the audience
members The whole audience
would feel as though they were a
part of the play that they were
actually experiencing what the
characters were and as- a result
wouicract to cenam scenes m a

Geyer said

Nuclear radiation would end the
world This generation could utilize
the nuclear weapons that would
ipduce radiation The question is
will it
he concluded

very real very emotional way

Birdconthasp Natural Simplicity

from 1
Doberman pinscher to a turkey
The bird is not intended to
represent any specific species
Simonds said When asked why he
chose to sculpt a bird he replied
I like simple forms Geometric
forms in nature are beautiful
because of their simplicity I enjoy
pleasant shapes and lean lines
The bird which is insured for
1500 tabulated from labor and
material costs isentirely of steel
The wings and tail are steel rods
while sheet steel was used to form
the neck head and the shapes
rhat appear to be feathers Some
of the steel was newly bought
while the rest was found in a local
iunkyard Simonds is letting the
piece rust because he feels that
The natural color of rust and steer
have something in common with
birds
Simonds started construction
early last spring and in spare

hours worked
aimmer

through

In his words

the

It took

a

great deal of time His free time is
quite limited when it is available
however Simonds can be found
flying

or fishing

Aside from his work at the
studio he teacnes pnoiograpny a

Wayne Technical College

Simonds who does not see any
more formal education in his
future is always trying to obtain
knowledge To him The liberal
arts are an excellent beginning for
any pursuit Concerning a major
in studio arCOne learns good
design or develops a base lot
higher education
The current Simonds exhibit is
in Lowry Center Although this is
his largest metal work show it also
contains some photography
v

Campaign

Sec
Page
7
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The Five Year Plan

Notes from Abroad

by Jim Luce
Hitchhiking in Japan can be an
adventure with two companions
and three backpacks in pouring
rain it is that and much more
Leaving the village of Tanohata
under gloomy skies two other
students and I began hitchhiking
north Our destination Sapporo
We had hoped to make it to the
northern tip of Honshu wrangle
our way onto a fishing trawler
cross the straits of Tsugaru to
Hokkaido and then press on to
that islands capital Sapporo
But horrid weather foiled these
optimistic plans Although we
didnt know it at the time a
typhoon lurked off the eastern
shore causing it to rain for the full
ten days of our summer vacation
Our hopes of cheerful campfires

find you outlandish a Japanese
would rarely if ever harm you or
steal from you
Another major difference in
hitchhiking is that it is a custom
here to repay favors with symbolic
gifts Hitchhikers in Japan

therefore must remember to pack

a generous supply of omiagi or
token presents to give for each
ride These are not necessarily
expensive
but serve only to
remind the recipients of friendly
past encounters Such small
tokens as a tea bowl a set of
chopsticks or perhaps ven
something little from America all
make fine reminders of such
subarashi times gone by
After presenting omiagi and
saying sayonara we left our new
friends in Kugi and headed north
on the beach were thus through the cold rain once again
dampened spirits were not Soon we arrived in another large
Undaunted we trudged down the city Hachinohae where we found
road Three rides later we arrived a charming Japanese- style inn on
in Kugi population 41000 In this Tanesashi Beach
There
wild
sea- side community we met two overlooking the byth- istime
Waseda students home from Pacific we found our room to be
Tokyo for vacation These warm and cozy Although we
students after stumbling across could hear the angry waves
our wet bodies and discovering through our rice paper windows
our bleak prospects invited us we felt snug in our little hideaway
Sipping green tea as we huddled
into their familys restaurant for
the night Although we spoke little beneath our blankets the three of
of their language and they not us contemplated the ocean
much of ours we seemed to have crossing that would lie ahead if we
hit it off well from thetart After a pushed on to Hokkaido Uneasily
hearty meal of raw tuna sea aware of the furor outside we
urchin and squid we all fell decided to hole up in our new
contentedly asleep on soft dry abode and wait it out The
typhoon
howeer had more
tastami mats
It did noHake us long during this patience than we Our vacation
trip to discover the dichotomy or regretfully ended before it did
yin and yang of Japanese style
As we sloshed and hitched our
hitchhiking We learned quickly way back south to Morioka
that hitchhiking in Japan is both however we warmed our spirits
challenging and rewarding It is with memories of the many
unlike hitchhiking elsewhere for wonderful people we had met
several reasons For one thing the during this thwarted northern
Japanese themselves do not adventure
We especially
hitchhike Perhaps because public remembered the kindness of our
transportation here is so weB college- aged hosts in Kugi and the
developed this mode of travel fantastic feast which they had
common in the West is prepared for us As we traveled
completely foreign to Nippon back we also discussed another
Thus it seems the Japanese are attempt at Sapporo Because
surprised if not shocked to see Hokkaido is world renowned for
we
any hitchhiker much less a foreign its winter splendor
one airing his or her thumb along contemplated another trip in a few
the side of the road The three of months But for the time being we
us felt safer accepting rides here were content just to hitchhike
however than stateside or in back to Morioka our homeaw- ayfrom
Europe as this Asian nations
home very far away from
crime rate is among the lowest in home here in the friendly and
the world Although they might fascinating land of Japan

Swords into Plowshares
by Rev Cordon Stewart

What is a symposium

anyway
you may be asking
yourself in light of all the publicity
for this weekends Waging Peace
the Next Steps Well if you
consulted
Websters Seventh
New Collegiate Dictionary you
might have thought Icha bods was
the place for it and wondered how
in the world three hundred offcampus visitors were going to fit
into Icha bods along with the
SYMPOSIUM
student crowd
L
fr Gk symposion
fr
1 a
sympinein to drink together
a drinking party esp following a
banquet b a social gathering at
which there is free interchange of
ideas 2a a meeting at which
several speakers deliver short
addresses on a topic or onlelated
topics b a collection of opinions
on a subject especially one
published in a periodical c
discussion
Although a good many of the

people gathered for the

symposium no doubt will find their
way over to Icha bods after the
addresses by Richard Bamett and
Alan Geyer they might even want
to find their way there by the time
the 1000 reception is over in
Lowry Center
this particular
symposium better fits definitions
lb and following unless we
consider it a party to drink
together from the cup of common
concern about war and peace
Here on campus Shalom House
and CARD give visible expression
to the depth of student concern
about peace So do Westminster
church and the local meeting of
the American Friends which both
have long histories of peace
and activism The
education
question is whether the depth of

concern on the campus will be
matched by breadth That is to
say if the concern runs deep for
some how broadly is it shared
The extent of local participation in
this weekends symposium will
con on p

il
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Edgewise
by Lee Merrill
a match
Built a bonfire
Put humanity in it
Witches
they believe in Satan
Burn them
Saints
They believe in God
Burn them

They

lit

Jews

i

They believe in

Burn them

saints Jews
God
Bum them
Dont let the fire go out
They lit a match
Witches

Satan

Built a bonfire

Put humanity in it
Books
They make Man remember
Burn them
Religions
They make Man guilty
Burn them
Commitments
They make Man feel
Burn the poems burn the pews

the

burn

past

burn

the

promises
Burn them
Dont let the fire go out
They lit a match
Built a bonfire
Put humanity in it
By the light of the bonfire
By the light of the Bunsen Burner
bonfire
They cried
We see
With Pyrex glass vision
With scientifically tested sterilized
vision
They saw

Stars
stars
Not wishup- onastar
Not story book dream- stuff stars
But stars the meaningful kinds of
stars
The stars with calculated radius

calculated brightness

calculated distance
They saw
Rainbows

Not

somewhereoverther- ainbow

rainbows

Not pot ogold

leprechaun

rainbows
But rainbows
The real kind of rainbows
The rainbows with ultraviolet
scientifically explained beauty
They saw
Passion
Not give me liberty give me death
passion
Not happily ever after passion
passion
But weca- ncureit
The tell
Forgive rne Father for I havesinned passion
Forgive me Father for I have
meabou-

tyourchildhood

sinned
Forgive me Father

cont on pH

Johnson

oop through Kenyon Denison
There are lots of trees in the Wittenberg and Ohio Wesleyan
pictures gracing the Wooster re- and Wooster and then choose
cruiting literature a view of Galpin between the five
Were trying establish our reputhrough the branches of the Oak
Grove a shot of the library tation ahead of Wesleyan WittenGraff says
looming behind the springtime berg and Denison
You could say were in between
lushness of its surrounding foliage
a look at students lounging under levels of respect He adds that he
the shady oaks near the Art sees Wooster as being comparable
Building Trees and more trees its to Kenyon Interestingly enough
like- we go to school in the heart of the Kenuon literature is strikinalu
similar to that of Wooster with
some forest
The admissions brochures trees traditional buildings and the
message is a sophisticated soft- sell academic challenge In contrast
Denisons literature is a bit more
It invites the qualified prospective
gog- etem
styled in the gee isnt
student to join the intellectual
challenge at Wooster to learn to college a good time attitude
But maybe a more aggressive
studyto create to stretch out for
experience The difficulty of the recruiting technique is needed as
academics is stressed along with the US college- age population
the idea that Wooster isnt for continues to plummet The preby
everyone The latter concept is dicted nationwide drop is 11
which
from
the
states
For
1985
absurdly reminiscent of the Marine
Corps elitist recruitment style If Wooster most heavily draws the
youre good enough for us were figures are worse Projections show
good enough for you Join the few a decline in numbers of public high
school graduates from 1979 to
the proud
f
in
in Ohio 37
1995 of 31
apselling
sophisticated
The
i
i
i
oersey
to m new
proach continues in the admissions Pennsylvania
in
in New York and 41
office Indirect lighting comfortable 42
but distinguished- looking furnish- Connecticut
To cope with the drop in
ings muted natural colors and
lead- lineal windows complete the prospects Wooster plans to endecor in a subtle version of the trench its current geographical
base while expanding to new areas
We have arrived atmosphere
the upper
Although the mood has class it like the southeast
Texas
Yes
Texas
and
midwest
Admisfriendly
doesnt fail to be
sions people arent the hail fellow The plan is to attract children of the
well met types but are warm and increasing numbers of northern
receptive They even continued to transplants in the Lone Star state
In entrenching the current base
treat me cordially after learning
hopes to keep the
admissions
I
a
that am a current student not
level of foreign
current 10
prospective one
fall
Graff will recruit
students
This
Recruiting is a selective process
admissions people say There has in Europe and Karen Lowe- Raftus
been a conscious effort to have a will visit Hong Kong Bangkok and
lot of text in our literature says other parts of the Orient Also an
Steven Graff assistant Director of alumni recruitment program has
Admissions This encourages stu- been started to provide personal
dents who enjoy thinking a contact to prospects in areas not
challenge
the type we want normally visited by Wooster staff
In the face of declining numbers
here A lot of other schools just
of
small college students nationWe
full
of pictures
send brochures
are mature wide Wooster recruitment has
think 18y- earolds
enough to read compare and been successful these past several
years For 4 years enrollment has
decide
In order to help prospects read held between 500- 550 freshmen
compare and decide the admis- per year And college board
sions office deals with some performances have remained
13 15000 inquiries per year Of about the same from class to class
these some 1300 applicants 1100 although this can be a questionadmissions and 5- 600 students are able measure of quality
If the students
dont keep
gleaned The prospects are Initially
contacted through college fairs pouring in the administration has
through mailings and by alumni 2 basic choices in recruiting
and current students Sometimes strategy Try harder and spend
faculty and staff make follow- up more or- reduce the size of the
College and spend recruiting
phone calls or personal visits
Our most effective recruiting money elsewhere Reducing might
tool is the campus visit says Graff mean closing Kittredge and some
wttlj a confident tone Then they small houses and possibly making
can see that the literature is the doubles in the cell- block dorms
accurate Admissions people say like Armington into singles
Its important that we begin to
Woosters top selling points are
the academic reputation the consider these choices now
friendly campus atmosphere the warns Graff Many small colleges
service oriented image and the wait too long to plan contingencies
as their enrollments drop Then
complete and modem facilities
The excellent food is also quite a theyre faced with no money and
literally no choice but to reduce
s
plus they concede
I
J
quamy TU
iiiai
All in all the estimated total meir eaucauonai
admissions and recruitment cost is something wed like to avoid at
about 400 per student probably wooster
more than other Ohio Conference
Its that time oi year again 16
schools says Graff We have to show your spirit your individuality
he says Were just and your style on the top of your
try harder
not as well- known as some of our head You guessed it it s Hat Day
competitors
Participate on Friday Oct 17 by
The colleges major rival is wearing the hat of your choice
of Wooster appliDenison 12
Enjoy yourself by indulging in a
cants apply there as well 10 also little craziness
apply to Miami 10 to Wittenberg
10
to
to Ohio Wesleyan 9
SAB
Oberlin and 8 to Kenyon Many
Special Events Committee
college- touring high school seniors
by Eric

1
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The Internationalist
by Aflcts Papademetriou
Continuing my article on Paris I
would like first to apologize for the
misspelling of the French words
None of the accents that are
important in the French language
were printed I can only guess that
this happened because it was
impossible for an English printing
shop to print accents
My last article promised that I
would write about the various
changes that occurred in Paris
over a two year period A visitor
will be able to realize immediately
that prices went up on everything
Inflation increased the prices from
metro ticket to the Pariscop a
weekly magazine that prints what
is going on daily in Paris Movies

and theatres were more

Pres

intellectual people meet
while the Beaubourg Square is a
place for people looking for the
avantgarde artists The Clichy
Square is a place for sexual
pleasures while the Montparnasse
on the other side of the city is a

meeting

place for people

interested in the art of cinema
The new meeting place at the
HaHes is for people interested in
street theatre There are small
theatrical groups that perform
throughout the day as well as
mimes who perform between two
plays The plays are usually old
simple stories that try to be
applicable to todays life and give
some moral lessons Besides the
mimes and the theatrical groups
there are musicians playing

food prices increased

whenever there are no

incredibly expensive and even the
ticket to the top of the tour Eiffel
went up a few francs
A very nice surprise in Paris was
a new meeting place in Ies
Halles Two years ago Les HaHes
was known as the hole of France
and indeed it was a big hole at the

A very new element in the
Parisian life that certainly did not
exist at all two years ago is
Reggae Reggae a style of music
that comes from the Caribbean
Islands is a kind of religiousrevolutionary music against the
Reggae is
Europearf colonist
fashionable in France and is slowly
invading Europe Discos have
opened in Greece Italy and
Germany but Reggae is still not as
important as in France In Paris
there are discos which play only

expensive

considerably

clothes were

old open market place

Construction was going on two
years ago and one couldnt even

imagine that four story

underground shopping center was
to oe erected l ne wrote center s
shaped like a well Still it is like a
hole in the ground The bottom of
this well makes a square with
some pieces of modern sculpture
and an impressive stairway that
leads to the ground level
There are certain meeting
places in the French capital that
keep a certain color since only
certain people meet in them
These meeting places are usually
squares an over the city The St
Michel Square is a meeting place
for the young people who drive
motorcycles In St Germain des

Edgewise
cont from p 4
Today I
Thought rather than knew
Wondered rather than memorized

Desired rather than requested
Loved rather than approved
Forgive me
Ten HaB Marys and an Einsteins
Theory of Relativity
They saw
Facts
By the light of the bonfire
The Bunsen Burner bonfire
Fed by thought
Fed by emotion
They saw
Facts
Nothing to believe in
Nothing to think about
Nothing to understand

Do students feel they are

i

Repeat after me
God is good
GMs better
Let its thank Them for our foodAhman
Dont let the fire go out
Dont let the fire go out
Burn the question marks the

Facts

ill

two tools which have
Guide
definite limits One pre LS economics student had used abstracts
bat how many students can
explain what an abstract is
This fall the Clayton Ellsworth
Program in Bibliographic Assistantship was designed to give teaching
assistants in Freshman Studies a
crash course in bibliographic training The most frequent comment at
the end of a day and a half of

Facts

no

It is halfway through winter
quarter and a senior history major
already well into writing an
Independent Study stumbles onto
an index with a wealth of sources
never knew this
on his subject
existed he protests Is this story
merely fiction Unfortunately not
A common complaint heard on
campus from students and faculty
is that Andrews Library is lacking
material The more crucial lack is in
knowledge of how to use what the
library does hold especially in the
form of reference Students spend
countless wasted hours searching
for useless books when a short
time spent with indexes or an
annotated bibliography could have
directed them to the material they

equipped to do research in the
Most answer that they
library
know the library pretty wett Yet
when writing a research paper they
may not travel farther into the
reference area than the card
catalogue and the Readers

Single file to your desks

Hell

by Karen McCartney

enmin

v

tf mac Tm

I

never knew most ot this was never
The teaching assistants were
trained to answer questions yon
rook and searching and even to
give lectures on the card catalogue
It is hoped that advice from a
fellow studenr will seem more
relevant to the freshmen than a
ecture from a professor and a
handful of the notorious colored
sheets Many of the assistants are
now frustrated with the multiple
oals of their classes How are we

fi

r

i t

kwm

i

i

the French press The Greek
modern composer Xenakis is

i

cooperating with Beckett for his
next work and the Greek Trilogy
of Orestia is a very important
theatrical creation in Paris fall
festival
Some images of Paris at the very
beginning of Sept mbe r are nice
weather expensive life cultural

activities

supposed to help them to read
discuss write and to use the library
properly all in one quarter one

student asked

There seems to be a gray area of
life between
Freshman
Studies and IS Said one history
major who is taking his sixth course
in the department Tve gotten
away with avoiding the library
unless I have to go there When I
need to do research I sort of go by
a trial and error method I feel
ready to lo my junior
guess
Students can skim through
cont on p 9
library

ISJ

Swords into
Plowshares
p
provide

v

crowded streets

wondering tourists exciting life
Paris was invigorating when I first
visited it aswell as when I returned
two years later The truth is that
changing or not Paris is never
boring

library Unknown Territory

needed

Nothing but

exclamation points
Burn the passion
Burn the wonder
Feed the fire
See the facts
tut Cm
rllt
HIV
IV fill IX I lilt
fire go out
let
the
Dont
Hope
Meaning

performances

J

Reggae although new wave is
still popular in France
Cultural life in Paris is exciting in
the fall The Cannes and Venice
film festivals provide the chy with
excellent films like mon oncle d
le
La Banquiere
Amerique
coeur a Ianvers and many others
When the new theatrical season
started Marivaux is the highlight
of it The plays of this 18th century
French playwrite are played at the
corned ie Francaise as well as in
other theatres Some of his plays
have been directed in a very
modern style which makes them
applicable to todays life The New
York City Ballet was in Paris to
participate in the festival and it
received very good critiques from

fnm A
one measure for

ctml

answering that question
My own sense is that students
and faculty alike believe it s
Imperative that we begin to turn
things around but that as yet we
have not found the ways by which
we can organize while taking
equally seriously the need for
commitment to peacemaking on
the one hand and our need to let
critical questions challenge the
shape of our commitments on the
other Groups without shared
beliefs commitments values are
like ships without rudders groups
without questions are like ships
headed blindly toward the shoals
of fanaticism We need to find the
ways to hold together our
commitment to peace and the
critical mind which questions
whether or not our actions really
serve the ends we seek

Perhaps this weekends

symposium will provide a context
in which people of different
persuasions who are committed to
peacemaking will begin to shape a
common life that is more than our
own individual but separate
doubts hones and fears In that
case the symposium will be both a
party and a gathering for the free
exchange of ideas

SYMPOSIUM GUEST ANWAR BARKAT will speak on Waging
Peace Our Wealth on Saturday at one oclock in MrGaw News

Service Photo

reace

cont from p 3
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people should become conscientious objectors We have put
together a program of exploration
through community living and
programming we will be looking at
various aspects of nonviolence
and the ways in which we can fit it
into att levels of our lifestyles 1
As a house we are working to
build a strong sense of community
through eating a house prepared
meal each week and getting to
know each other through a peace
partner system involving pairs of
house members spending quality
time with each other throughout
the week We are also trying to
solve our problems and run the
house through the process of
consensus a time consuming
process whereby the entire group
should come to an agreement
through patient and sensitive
discussion
The learning experiences in
these three areas are phenomenal
since we aU have a great deal of
enthusiasm for our program yet
have little experience with the

demands on the individual

imposed by such a community
oriented lifestyle The experience
of a house meeting is often one of
great excitement mixed with great
frustration at our own newness to
the listening process and the
patience necessary in order for
things to remain creative and yet
to move smoothly
We have also lined up a number
of speakers for the college

community

Topics include

comments on anti war activities in
the 60s the thoughts of a World
War II conscientious objector a
talk on Ghandi and a look at three
different Christian

house These win give people a
chance to talk about questions
and ideas which have come out
through programs There will also
be some refreshments and a
chance to meet us and see our
V
house
The house itself some of you
by the way may know it as Myers
House is also the home for a
library which is in the formative
stages If youre interested in what
we have just come down and
browse There are usually house
members around who would be
glad to talk with you about the
library the house or any activities
or issues related to the program
There is usually a pot of water on
the stove in our kitchen meeting
place
and if youre lucky
someone may have been baking
In looking at events in the
immediate future we would like to
express excitement about the
Peace Symposium this weekend
We hope that a lot of you will take
advantage of the tremendous
collection of human resources this
weekend and will come away with
ideas and questions for further
dialogue and action in this area
t

We will be holding a follow up open
week at Shalom
House so take a look at next
Mondays PotPourri for further
information
Our next speaker will be
Howard Kriebel an area resident
who was a conscientious objector
during World War II tie wiH be
speaking in Lowry Center room
119 at 70Q on Saturday October
18 A discussion and question
period win follow We hope to see
you there Shalom

house next

i

Perspectives

on war including those of the total
conscientious objector the just
war theory and the crusade

concept

i

v

rfw

rfk

A

v

Ideas for future

programs are always welcome and
we hope that aU programs will

stimulate questioning and

discussion

Following many of these
programs we will be holding
informal get togethers at the

ODD7
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cigarettes the veteran actor sat
and talked with reporters
He is an exceedingly graceful
speaker as may be expected from
a man who has made more than
110 films even more plays and
countless thousands of appearances in The Hollywood Squares
TV serials and commercials His

themselves before it is snatched
from the stage by a single bad
review He sees the critics
position of power over the theatre
in New York as highly unfair
especially to the theatregoer who
has not been shown a healthy

notqui-

Bogart

Cagney

Campus Study Available
Ms Lou Wengenroth director of
the New York Arts Program will
be on campus during the afternoon
of Wed Oct 15 to talk to
interested students majoring in
music art creative writing Journalism communications and theater
At 4 pm in the Severance Art
seminar room she will show slides
and discuss this apprenticeship
program

Ms Wengenroth will also be on
hand in the Severance Art lounge
between 2 and 4 pm to speak
with individuals who have more
specific questions
Please call Rebecca Seeman
Art Dept ext 425 if you have
anv questions or would like an
application Applications for Winter Quarter are due the 1st of
November

cross section of opinion

Obviously preferring England to
New York he actually fives in Los
Angeles with his wife and two

Stewart

Robinson And yet who does a
good Vincent Price No one I
know But when you hear htm
speak there is no mistaking him
Price was bom in St Louis
Missouri and it was here that he
was first exposed to the theatre In
high school his interest in acting
began to take shape But it was in
London whOe earning his Masters
Degree in the history of art that his
career really emerged While I
was there he said I fell in love
with the theatre which was very
easy because you could see any
play for 50 cents He expressed
the highest regard for the English
theatre of today which is to say
theatre in London And too the
man he portrays in Diversions and
Delights
the eccentric Oscar
Wilde often chose o see the

FOLLOWING HIS PERFORMANCE of Diversions and Delights Vincent Price poses with Rick Jones director of the
Wooster Art Center Photo by Rodger Pelagalli

W

chance to review a play

very distinctive voice which is
really almost a vocal styling is
teEnglish
Think of it how
many actors can we conjure up
with simple vocal mannerisms

Off-

world through an Englishmans
eyes He holds a good opinion of
English critics as well pointing out
a play In
that they do not
London you can see a bad play
which is more instructive
sometimes than seeing just a hit
he said The English public has
more freedom of choice and a

by Hugh CroweB
Vincent Price was in Wooster
last Saturday preparing for his
show on Saturday night In a blue
suit and tie and smoking endless

Chihuahuas

Above all things characterizing
Mr Price as an actor of great
appeal is his accessibility and the
tremendous energy he displays in
being constantly busy He is one
great star who does not sit and let

his popularity

and appeal

represent him as an actor He
works every day I am awfully
glad that I was not born into this
particular time when actors such
as Brando and Redford get 3
million dollars for five minutes on
the screen and become lazy Can
you imagine Robert Redford with
his fame his renown and his
appeal going out and doing
plays Only one other actor that
he could think of combines a
airtprstacdnrn nf sorts with an

overriding love of theatre- Richard
Chamberlain
Mr Price considers Diversions
and DeBghts to be his most

demanding role

It is an
enormous feat of concentration
just trying to hold it all together
he said The play is a broad
sampling in an hour and a half of
the life and wit of the most quoted
man in the world today Although
he died in 1900 at the age of 35 Mr
Price feels that Wilde needs nointroduction that the audience
knows him to some extent already
from his myriad works Among
other famous pieces Wilde wrote
The Importance of Being
Earnest Picture of Dorian Gray
and a poem about his
The Ballad of
imptisonment
Reading Jail
Everyone knows who he is
says Price although they dont
know all about him They think
they do but they dont Mr Price
feels that Oscar Wilde is very
contemporary that he is still very
much alive today and that his
appeal is timeless

Vincent

Price

is

at 69

seemingly timeless himsett He is
older than the man who led us
through the Theatre of Blood
and cried out for help in The Fly
but there is no hint that he is
winding down his long and
successful career My wife says
Im a workaholic I guess I am I
I chose the
love to work

entertainment world as my
profession and

I

love

it

Homecoming Activities Commence Next Weekend

Jbooster

Homecoming will

ommence next Friday Oct 17
Weekend activities include a
dance parade various cultural
events as well as the WoosterWirtenberg football game to be
held Saturday at 130 in Severance
Stadium
The three day activities begin
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Homecoming Parade will weave its

Brooke
Bashore

Jim Abdo

JAZZ

3QO

4-

womens cross country team

M3RHIHG ROCK

Strohl

CLASSICAL

JAZZ

300

Kenyon College and the Scots on
the Dale field Also at 11 Ohio
Wesleyan is to take on the

PUBLIC AFFAIRS PROGRAMMING

Kevin Ruvle
BLUE GRASS

ROCK

soccer competition between

WEDNESDAY

Lydia

ashore

John Thompson

LI BE

200
200
4

MOFUflXG

football game Floats from clubs
sections and housing units will
participate in the parade
Following the parade awards
will be presented to Homecoming
Day floats and outstanding seniors
in a ceremony at Severance
Stadium
The Scot football crew will
tackle the Wittenberg Tigers at
130 The undefeated Wooster

i

nob Manning

1100
J 0Q

ROCK

Brooke

Frahhes
Richardson

100

TUESDAY
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700
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alumni will play held hockey on the
Barr field to be followed at 11 by

Friday evening with a pep rally and
bonfire The rally is scheduled to
take place behind the stadium and
will start at 7 pm Ichabocfs will be
open Friday and Saturday nights
to arouse Homecoming spirits
On Saturday registration for
visitors will take place between
9am and 1230 pm
Several sporting events will take
place Saturday morning At 10 am

by Timothy E Spence
The 62nd annual College of
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1
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J
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Mark David
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team which currently leads the
Ohio Conference faces the Tigers
who are 3- 1 in the Blue Division
Last year the Scots feD to
Wittenberg 36- 5
Students and visitors will be
serenaded by the Scot Band
following the football game on the
patio behind Lowry Center In
addition ciderVd donuts win be
served on the patio
The afternoon also includes an
alumni soccer game at four while
campus sections will have open
house between 430 and 630
Saturday evening is to be
highlighted by Life at Camp
Woo
the 1980 Homecoming
dance which begins at 900 in the
Lowry Center Ballroom
Several cultural events will take

place concurrent with the
Homecoming weekend The
events include a piano recital a
photo display and the Great Lakes
Shakespeare Festival
Pianist

Okja

Llano

KueM

accompanied by Wooster music
professor Brian Dykstra will
perform at a McGaw Chapel
recital Friday evening at 730
Photographs by Wooster alums
Stai Slater Ric Martinez and
Butch Turner will be on display for
the duration of the month The
display entitled Images is located
at the Frick Art Center
Beginning next Thursday and
lasting through the weekend the
Great Lakes Shakespeare Festival
win be held on campus Three of
Shakespeares plays wiO be
performed commencing with A
Comedy of Errors Thursday at
815 The latter wifl be repeated
Friday evening at the same time
Charleys Aunt will be
performed Saturday evening at
815 and Sunday at 200 My Lady
con on p 10
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idential Candidates 1980
John Anderson

Jimmy Carter
James Earl Carter Jr Democratic presidential nominee was
bom on Oct 1 1924 in PlainST
Georgia Jimmy was the first of
four children He was also the first
in the Carter family to graduate
from high school After graduation
in 1942 he received an appointment to the US Naval Academy
following his first year as a Naval
ROTC student at Georgia Tech in
Atlanta Graduating in 1946
Carter was fifty- ninth in a class of
eight hundred and twenty He did
post- graduate work in nuclear
physics at Union College in
Schenectady New York Rosalyn
Smith of Plains became his bride in
1946 They now have four children Jack Chip Jeff and Amy
During his duty in the Navy
Carter was stationed in California
Virginia Hawaii and Connecticut
He was then assigned to Navy
Admiral Hyman G Rick oners
atomic submarine program and
served as the precommission
commander of the USS Seawolf
After his fathers death in 1953
Jimmy resigned his naval commission to return home to Plains and
run the family peanut farm and
warehouse Carter expanded the
family operation and started a
fertilizer and seed business During
this time he became a deacon and
a Sunday school teacher at the
Plains Baptist church
Carters pofitical record began in
1962 when he won a seat in the
Georgia State Senate He was

fifes

x

re- elected
By 1966
in 1964
Carter was considering running for
a US Congressional post but
instead ran for Governor of
Georgia Carter was defeated in
the primary and Lester Maddox
became Governor He ran again
for Governor in 1970 and won
Carter also served as the Democratic Partys National Chairman in
1970 When Carters term as
Governor expired his campaign
for the Presidency began In the
summer of 1976 Carter was
selected as his partys presidential
nominee In November he de-

feated incumbent Republican
Gerald Ford and was elected
President After a tough battle for
re- nomination as the Democratic
nominee this year Carter seeks
election this November for a
second term
A service of the SAB Speakers
and Topics Committee
re-

Students Organize on Political Issues
acoi turning
to organized politics but theyre
still expected to largely ignore the
presidenrial race this faH
Over The past year students
once labeled apathetic have shown
they will rally to a cause especially
one that hits dose to home No
where was this more dramatically
demonstrated than in California
where a massive voter retaliation
drive attracted 250000 new student voters in time for the
roposition 9 ballot Because
Proposition0- was such an increoV
bie threat to our open access to
higher education concept stuStudents are once

dents would come out to vote

says Steve Gazer of the Califomia
State Student Association
The key he adds is an issue
orientation Qazer befieves student
voter turnout in Novernber depends on whether the candidates
offer a dearcut choice on issues
Eke the draft or nuclear energy 1
think there will be some carryover
in California from the spring he
says I dont know how much

Were oruariang now and the
enthusiasm

isnt there

Jim Stem president of the
Student Asscoaoon of the State
University of New York SASU
also feeb trie lacked enthusiasm for

con

ion
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On February 15 1922
in Boston
In 1952 Anderson began his
Rockford Illinois John Bayard
Anderson was born to Martha and three years work in Foreign
E Albin Anderson He attended
Service as an advisor on the staff of
school in Winnebago County and the United States High Commisgraduated as the valedictorian of sioner for Germany
January 4 1953 the former
Rockford Central High SchooL
After completing his studies at Keke Machakos and Anderson
the University of Illinois in three were married They now have five
years he began law schooL children
For four years Anderson acted
Anderson interrupted his graduate
work to join the United States as the States attorney of WinneArmy in Field Artillery for two and bago County Since 1961 he has
a half years during WWTL It was been a Republican congressman
during this time that he earned four from Illinois This spring Anderson
battle stars
abandoned his long shot chance
Upon graduating from law for the Republican Presidential
school at the University of Illinois nocnination and became an indehe was admitted to the bar and pendent presidential candidate
began his practice Anderson under the banner of the National
began his studies at Harvard Unity Campaign
A service of the SAB Speakers
University Law School while working as a faculty member of North and Topics Committee
Eastern University School of Law

Ronald Reagan
Ronald Reagan was bom 69
years ago and raised in small
prairie villages and towns of Illinois
in a very poor economic environment He graduated from Eureka
College where he participated in
football track and plays and was
never considered by his professors
as a serious student
After college Reagan decided to
try his luck in radio broadcasting
He was hired at Station WOC for
World of Chiropractic where he
was the sports voice of the
dominant station of the American
heartland
Reagan was not content with
this career as a radio broadcaster
and eventually ended up in
Hollywood where he earned
200000 per year from Warner
Brothers During his twenty- seven
year career Reagan made fifty four
movies
Reagan developed some of his
political talents while serving as
president of the Screen Actors
Guild SAG for six terms During
this time he met his first wife lane
Wyman Their marriage soon

f

s

I

7
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Reagan married actress
Nancy Davis by whom he has two
children In total Reagan has two
sons and two daughters With his
first wife he had daughter
Maureen who now has a news
paper column and a radio talk
show He also has an adopted son
Michael who is now a conservative
businessman With his second wife
he bad daughter Patti who created
a family skirmish by tving with

Eagles guitar player

Flair Travel
speeches and commercials He became known for the
commercial he did for Barry
Goldwater It raised 1 million in
just a few minutes of air time

Consultants

pofitical

Eventually Reagan ran for
governor of California and won

Once in office blaming his predecessor of leaving behind a large
deficit Reagan ordered the largest
tax hike in Californias history 1
million Supposedly millions in
ended in divorce
When Reagans career as an taxes were returned to the public
actor began to decline he accepted but Californias revenue surplus
an offer from General Electric in continued to grow during the
public relations This work was Reagan years This surplus was
successful but came to an end with one of the major reasons for the
a political dispute After that tax slashing measure Proposition
Reagan began his political career 13 m 1978
mil
irr
irr
Reagan used his experience as
an actor to make numerous

JL

i

348 E BOWMAN ST
For Your Convenience
Just off the College Campus

Book Now For
Thanksgiving and

Christmas

CALL

6505

264-

Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305

lit

VJdAJdccmo Student Accounts

Classified Ads
Services
ABORTION
Akron Womens
Cfink offers safe personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks Birth Control

Clinic
Lowest fees ADC
accepted 513 West Market St
CaB tol free 1400362 1950
CONTACT LENS WEARERS
Save on brand name hard or soft
lens supplies Send for free
illustrated catalog Contact Lens
SuppBes Box
Arizona 85011

7453

Phoenix

Earn extra money on
ElectionDay
TUesdajy November 4
Non-

Addressersa wanted immediately
wont at norne no experience
necessary excellent pay Write
Suite 2004 Shreveport Louisiana
71118

Nv

8

i7AYrz

ccirrnr

partisan work

t
J

provide all the training
If interested caO or write

YVe

419526- 4333

Election Day Work
458 Parle Avenue W

Mansfield dhio 44S06

Bernie

Leardon Reagans other son
Ronald Jr dropped out of Yale
and joined the Joffrey Ballet of
New York
A service of the SAB Speakers
and Topics Committee

i
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IWhu Choose Wooster
iwvyi
r

I ffvi
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Renata Beckner- Stuttgart
American High School

Wooster

j
Susanne Stelling- Lincoln High

School Buenos Aires
Argentina

My kind of people are at
I like the people in the
Midwest better than the people
out West or in the East 1 like the
international atmosphere of the
student body at Wooster too and
Im at home on a small campus

Wooster

Stuttgart Germany
I like
the international
atmosphere of the student body

impact on campus Members of
the class of 84 were asked to reply
to the question Why did you
decide to come to The College of

converted into rooms in Hoiden
Hall and doubles becoming triples
the freshmen have made their

I

narrowed my choices down to
Wittenberg and Wooster At
Wittenberg 60 of the students
are from Ohio while at Wooster
only 40 came from Ohio I got the
most personal attention from
Wooster too Cindy Fort wrote
me a letter making me feel
welcome and Karen Lowe Raft us
spent a lot of time talking to me
during a college recruiting day in
high school

o

A

f

1

Leslie Andelson- Rocky River
High School Cleveland Ohio
Parental pressure my high
school counselor a college
handbook I applied to Wooster
Kenyon
Kenyon and Hiram
kicked me out Hirams campus
was too small so I came to
Wooster

J

1

Kevin Nahigian- Fairview High

School

Cleveland

prospective

med

pre-

Ohio

was impressed with Lowry
I narrowed my choices
down to Denison and Wooster
then I saw Denisons student
center A half inch of trash
covered the floor Greg Bryant
was very enthusiastic and gung- ho
about the school during an
interview and Paul Storm was
helpful on a tour too They made
me feel right at home
I

Center

Paul Vasko- Medina High

ST

School Medina
prospective

w

Ohio

Wooster has a good record for
pre- med students into med
school I decided between Case
Western Reserve and Wooster Td
like to get to med school at Case
so I couldnt imagine living on the
placing

years if I did my undergraduate
study there

Typewriter Rentals
and Repairs
IBM

med

East side of Cleveland for eight

S

1

pre-

Most Brands
at

JB Typewriter Service
345- 7405
2522 Cleveland Rd

Oberlin Ensemble Performs
Coming to Wooster this
weekend is the Music from
Oberlin chamber ensemble a
group of four students from
Oberlins Conservatory of Music
Members of the ensemble include
Charles Floyd recipient of the

Rudolf Serkin Award for
Outstanding Achievement in
piano upon his graduation from
the conservatory last June pianist
Tim Mikesell violinist Calvin
Wiersma and cellist Eugene Can

Tour Manager who has performed as sofist in recitals at

Rachmaninoff Hall Stemway Hall

and on WQXR in New York City
The program will be held this
Sunday at Mackey Hall at 4 pm
Selections include trios by Haydn
and Schubert a Rachmaninoff
Vocalise sonatas by Prokieff and
Rachmaninoff and works by Chen
Ming- Zhi Massenet and Kreisler
The performance will last
approximately an hour and a half

innnVnimnnnrnrB
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Chemistry Prof

Refreshed After
Working in Cal

by Karen McCartney
Though the Chemistry department here at Wooster is a popular
and respected one students in the
lab rarely get excited enough to
bounce off the ceiling This is the
way Dr John Reinheimer felt after
a successful solution to a problem
begun here at Wooster in 1964
and solved with his help while on
leave at the University of California
at Santa Barbara last year
Excitement such as Dr Reinheimers is an infrequent but
rewarding event in chemistry
Research can be long hard and
heartbreaking This was his third
trip on leave to California where he
worked in the laboratories and
library of the university Last year
he cooperated with Dr J Thomas
Gerig a Wooster graduate who is
now a university professor Dr
Gerigs theory is You can explain
everything if you work at it
Dr Reinheimer worked on three
main tasks in California One
involved working with Carbon 13
making model compounds the
next was attempting to make
bridges between a synthetic polymer and a natural protein and the
last was the reaction mentioned
above which met with success
Three publications have come out
of their work and Dr Gerig predicts
three more Chemistry majors
heres the extra reading you have
been waiting for
Dr Reinheimer loved the
chance to do research without the
pressure of a class load Except for
lab assistants he had little contact
with the students He did discuss
teaching with his colleague Gerig
and said There is a great deal of
difference in the style of teaching at
the university JeveL The professors
simply deliver lectures They need
never grade a paper or talk to a
student in most classes Reinheimers own work continued all day
and often into Saturday mornings
He found this a needed challenge
to keep a professor horn going
stale
Dr Reinheimer commented
Besides the intellectual stimulation theres the ocean And if you
want to look to the left instead of
the right there are mountains He
and his wife who worked as a
secretary in the Physics department lived in an apartment next to
Isla Vista This area is otherwise
known as sin city h is the
cheapest place to Eve and attracts a
young and boisterous population
Dr Reinheimer and his wife
especially enjoyed freedom from
their children and the opportunity

to bicycle and square dance Our
square dance caller was even in

2030 Portage Road

LooatfcI on lUt HiqhlANd Bus Route on Portaqf Rd
Across rom HAwkiNS MARkfT

The Most

UpTo- DATE

Younq Men

764

Wooster Ohio 44691

Cuts ano
ANd

STvliNq fow

Women

OpEN TllESdAVS TrIRU SATURdAyS

the Square Dance Callers Hall of
Fame added Reinheimer with a
With aU of Californias
grin
attractions however Dr Reinheimer does admit he is glad to be
back in Ohio

Pittsburgh

Avenue

ThePizza with the Big Secret
Made to Order Cheese Pepperoni Saucave
Mushrooms Anchovies Peppers Onions

Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER

Come See Us
For An AppoiNTMENT CaII
263- 0899

Phone No

Weekdays5p- mlam

263-

FriSat5p- m2am

Sunday Carry- Out Only

5-

12

0190

Closed Tues

CITYNEWS
NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
PAPERBACKS
SMOKERS SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS
FRESH ROASTED NUTS
GAG GIFTS
MINI DRUG LINE

Open 7 Days
10 PM

630 AM

Master Charge and Visa
262- 5151
135 S Market
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Library Acts as
Unknown Territory
cont from p 5
courses which require little research or heady provide necessary
books on reserve what Dr
Coolidge calls the reserve syndrome
Librarian Ellen Keever
feels that the IS student who has
learned to use the library can
experience a tremendous sense of
discovery and accomplishment
One student said Junior IS is
where you learn Many professors however begin advising a
student on the assumption the
skills have been gained along the
way Students feel intimidated by
the professor5 casual listing of
reference tools and may hesitate to
show ignorance of whereto find
these or how to use them They
suffer a silent frustration r
A sophomore said I never go
to the library because I feel lost
there I dont know where anything
is We didnt get a tape tour and
the stuff we had in Freshman
My
Studies I already knew
professor doesnt believe in the
library
said one teaching assistant he just says when they need
to find something theyll learn
Some students feel they do not
even need to learn to get by
When students do have questions where do they go I always
asked an upperclass friend said
one senior Some find a student
who works in the library and others
feel comfortable asking professors
More than one student has had a
professor come with them individually or with a class to the
library to point out books and
answer questions
The reference librarians cannot
help students who have no Idea
what they are doing
Some
students want information and
dont care to learn how to get it
said Dr Coolidge A common
protest is that reference materials
are too sophisticated for a beginner
to use Dr Coolidge replies that
the problem is in not being able to
use the most fundamental tools for
every sophisticated question we
get there are ten that ought not to
be asked
How are students to cope with
the unknown territory of the
library when the buck is passed
until it stops at IS Mrs Keever
feels that the trained Freshmarr
Studies assistants are part of the
answer But students also need to
be aggressive
she says They
must start asking questions early
Freshman Studies is a start if the
students understand its purpose
They have to face the fact that I
work best under pressure is not
going to help if the last precious
weeks are wasted

tStudents Organize on Political Issues

cont from p 7
presidential candidates
Students
here are apolitical about presidential candidates
he says Theyve
been fooled too many times and
they know one candidate isnt
going to save them But they are
organizing around issues like the
draft nuclear power budget cuts
and other things
V
There is still much frustration
with the national scene and some
of the same kind of hopelessness
that spawned the apathy of the
70V says Km Kachelmeyer
president of the United Council of
Wisconsin Student Governments
But theres also more determination to seek alternatives and more
willingness to get involved in local
and state issues she says Will
Wallace of the Florida Student
Association also finds it easier to
inspire action on local and statematters because they have a more

wiDi

TRAVEL
l

this fall by the media The
California press trumpeted the
return of student political activism
following the June vote and Gazer
admits student leaders blew it up
as a trend even though they
werent sure it would continue
For our purposes the bark is as
important as the bite says Qazer
In terms of tabbying the image of
having a strong voting block is

fl fl H

almost as impurtdi as actually
having it California student lobbyists wiD find out qitfddy how much
political muscle they have gained
when they try for the fifth year to
get a bill banning discrirrination

against

students

in housing

through the state legislature
will be our first real test

Qazer
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direct impact on students lives I
think weve turned the comer in
terms of students interest in
politics he says
Theyre far
easier to organize now
In Pennsylvania student strikes
last year closed down eight
campuses for a day to protest a
tuition increase that was eventually
defeated Based on successful
efforts like that
students are
realizing they do have power and
on- certain issues they band
together and have an impact says
Chris Levy executive director of
the Commonwealth Association of
Students But to mount successful
voter registration drives he adds
we still have to create an
atmosphere on campus where
voting and being active is seen asft
respective and beneficial and not
radical or ainr- iestablishment
The extent of student involvement is likely to be1 closely watched

A
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Cropp Gains New Expertise Bounce
And a Trip to Shangrila on Leave
three major scientific meetings something memorable hed done
meet briefly with the Wooster something he wouldnt ordinarily
Navaho group and see many have had the opportunity to do
geological points of interest such as were he not oh leave This was his
Helens
Mount S
Canyon
Devils Post Pile Mt Lassen and way of continuously looking for
Worst of all what kind of stone
is that Youre walking on thin ice Mt St Helens He also claims to something of new and interesting
or perhaps a thin sheet of mica if have lunched with many VIPs value It forces you beyond the
routine that falls into all of our
you pose any one of these very important paleantologists
questions
to a certain staff including the fatnous geologist lives he explains
Cropp is already looking
member of the College especially George Gaylord Simpson and the
after a few weeks of class FW author and geologist Edward forward to bis next leave Though
he feels that his recent one was as
Cropp has recently returned from Abbey
Though feeling quite honored to productive as possible he says
a years sabbatical in Tucson
Arizona The subjects of these meet and talk with these men there are still a lot of things Id like
any Wooster to do and theres always room for
questions are favorites of his and several times
tell you who growth
could
person
geology
common
the answers are
Cropps favorite person
knowledge
1979 Cropp left Tuzo Wilson So dont ask him
In August
Whos J Tuzo His favorite Reunion Begins v
Scovel Hall to study and explore
place
I
on the face of the earth a Next Weekend
leave
consider the
out West
program a fantastic experience for place hes visited many times it
cont from p 6
personal growth he says Cropp the Grand CanyotuHe calls it his
shangrila Cropp even takes his Luck will likewise be played
feels that it s not only a very
valuable personal experience for a classes to the Grand Canyon and Sunday with curtain time
professor but that its extremely to Mt St Helens by way of scheduled for 815
Tickets for the plays are 6 and
useful in teaching because of the slides
Cropp maintains an almost all showings will be in Freedlander
increase of knowledge in hisher
field He would encourage any typical appearance for a college Theatre
Food Service announces that
professor to take advantage of the professor on day one of class for
leave program because of the about ten minutes that is both Lotvry and Kittredge dining
importance of keeping as current whereafter he then reveals his halls will be opened for lunch and
as possible with other parts of the uniqueness by stripping to his I dinner through the weekend
like rocks T- shirt Nothing could Breakfasts will only be served at
country and of the world
Though he misses teaching at say it better for FW has a Lowry Center according to Food
the College and especially senior remarkable enthusiasm for Service
geology students of whom hes geology and does indeed love
grown fond its for the benefit of rocks
Composing Awards
Though Cropp loves the earth
his future students that Cropp left
A total of 15000 is available to
Wooster for the third time Hes you must force him back down to young
composers in the 29th
already incorporating his off it when St Helens is mentioned
BMI Awards to Student
annual
in
his
rock
of
favorite
campus work in classes this fall for shes a
Not surprisingly among Composers competition sponand in January will be offering a talk
Music Inc
course in geomorphology and Cropps many geological T- shirts sored by Broadcast
largest
the
performing
worlds
which
one
St
Helens
Mt
geology
he
a
has
of
his
areas
structural
rights licensing organization
concentrated studies while away hes also worn to classHe said
Though once a well- rounded1 started this cornball T- shirt thing
Students may enter no more
man Cropp is fortunately no years ago and will continue my than one composition which need
longer so for one of his many geo- teaching T- shirt collectionin not have been composed during
accomplishments while on leave ways that are to be revealed
the year of entry
Along with his T- shirts this
was to lose 30 pounds As his Geo
witty Wooster resident brings his Entrants must be under 26 years of
101 students are now well aware
everything can be related to humor from Christmas Run age on December 31 1980 No
geology Maybe Cropps weight where he lives with his wife and limitations are established as to
ty list ic
loss can be attributed to the eight eight children to Scovel Hall
instrumentation
day 280 mile trip he took with 35 sometimes even as early as 8 am considerations or length of works
Wooster- related people on rafts enabling his Geo 101 students to submitted
The 1980- 8T competition closes
through the Grand Canyonor stay awake He also keeps
the 45 field trips he took part in students on their toes with the self- February 16 1981 Official rules
while auditing classes at the guided campus geology tour and entry blanks are available
from James G Roy Jr Director
University of Arizona
AVT quizzes and ol BMI
Awards to Student
Cropp read over 200 books course the daily journal
Being quite a journal enthusiast Composers Broadcast Music
while on a leave packed with
himself every day while on leave Inc 320 West 57th Street New
activities and learning exper
able
to attend Cropp kept a written record of York NY 10019
iences He was also
by Mary Zubefbuhler
Whos J Tuzo Wilson Edward
Abbey
Wheres the Grand

4

isJ

F W CROPP before stripping down to his infamous

T-

shirt

College Students and Administrators
Will Learn to Live with Volcanic Ash
Yakima WA CPS
The
Yakima Valley Junior College
football team is holding its
preseason drills in sand this year
The practice is unusual because
YVJC is at least 125 miles from
any ocean beach That sand

explains college Admissions
Coordinator Bob Chauvin is the

last remaining two inches of
volcanic ash that settled on the
valley after the May 18 eruption of
M St Helens
But there are other less
physical remains of the mountain
andits five subsequent eruptions
College administrators throughout eastern Washington are
worried that students wont show
up when classes in the region start

again

the third week of
September A large number of noshows would obviously have a

significant

impact on the

institutions finances
So far says Stan Berry dean
of admissions at Washington State
University
weve only had a
minor number of cancellations
over previous years only about
100 If were realistic though Im
sure there will be others we will
never hear from again

The WSU carripus he
remembers accumulated a halfinch of ash from the May 18

eruption which has been the
largest so far He says a few
students left the campus before

commencement

for health

reasons
They may not return because of
media coverage he adds There
has been a good deal of inaccuracy
nationally about the effects of the
volcano
Indeed Miyon Yonemoto an
admissions officer at Whitman
College on the WashingtonOregon border says she has been
getting fretful letters asking how
thick the ash is
A lot of them dont believe me
when I tell them we were 20 miles
south of any of it she says A few
of them are convinced that the
whole state is buried
Stan Berry adds that answering
queries from students and parents

can be tricky He says that while
WSU has been answering
questions about ash honestly the
university seeks to keep a low
profile for the sake of its recruiting
programs
Yet some area administrators
see some advantage to the
notoriety

Dr

Jim

Pappas

Washington
admissions

CWUs

dean

Central

Universitys

reports that

summer and fall

enrollments have increasefl over
last year
A few of our applicants are
catling not nearly as many as we
expected and some of them are
very eager to see the ash Im
afraid theyre going to be pretty
disappointed when they find they
cant find any to scoop up in a
bottle and send home Pappas
says
The May 18 eruption closed the
CWU campus for four days but
deposited only a quarter of an inch
of ash on it
Yakima Valley Junior College
was hardest hit of all the campuses
in the region It closed for a week
while
the surrounding small
farming community dug out from
under hundreds of tons of ash
It looked like a big
thunderstorm rolling in recalls
YVJCs Chauvin looking out his
office window at his campus still
marked by scattered patches of
fine gray dust When it hit the
whole valley went black and the
next day everything looked dead
Chauvin quickly adds that
business is now back to normal
Of course it may not stay that
way Were going to have the
volcano around for a couple of

years

Chauvin observes

philosophically
The geologists
say it could burp like this for 20 or
30 years and the health people say
it will be two years before we know
if the ash is really hazardous I
think well learn to live with it
To help live with it the state

government has distributed

emergency procedures guidelines
to all state colleges

5
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BREATHLESS and McGuffey Lane will appear in concert at McGaw Chapel on October 25 at 8 pm
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Spiking Scotties Even Record at 3- 3 Have Won Last Three
t

Wooster prepared to meet

by Al Cleveland

On October 1 the College of
Wooster volleyball team traveled
to Kent State Wooster was
defeated by Kent 5- 15 6- 15
and by Akron 4- 15 15- 17
We had a slow start against
Kent and we wens lethargic
through most of the match said
head coach Geri Knortz It was a
long match because Wooster put
the ball away when Kent was
serving and then the Scottie
spikers were unable to score on
then serves Ve need to be more
aggressive on the serve commented Coach Knortz
In the first game
Wooster
followed the same pattern They
started slowly against Akron
The second game was well
played Wooster controlled the
game 149 14- U but blew two
crucial serves and had some bad
breaks The combination of Amy
Hoffman setter and Kris Space
Leslie was excellent
Kent State was the toughest but
Akron was beatable The scores
do not indicate the amount of
competition giVen to these Division
I teams
said Coach Geri Knortz
On October 4 the Scottie
spikers hosted a triangular meet
with Defiance and Baldwin-

Walace
There was tension in the air as

Field Hockey Wins

Two Record 63
bjfAl Cleveland
The College of Wooster field
hockey team traveled to Toledo
and then to Bowling Green They
2 but beat
lost to Toledo
Bowling Green 2- 1
The Scotties held Toledo scoreless in the first haH but the Rockets
came back in the second half to
score two goals during the final
seven minutes of play
We played well between the 25
yard fines said head coach Terri
ProdoehL We were not as strong
in the critical areas near the two
goals
Overall Prodoehl felt Wooster
controlled most of the game but
was unable to come up with the
important shots It was a hard
stated Coach
game to lose
ProdoehL I thought we were the
better t

by senior captain Mary Levine
were psyched up for their game
During the first game Wooster
started slowly and quickly fell
behind
8 Wooster could not
score off their serves They lost
possession of the ball rapidly but
Wooster did not give up They
fought back to a 14- 13 advantage
The crowd was on edge at this
point waiting for Wooster to get
one more point Defiance responded to this intimidation by the
Scotties and took the game
resolutely 16- 14
1-

1

Wooster changed sides of the
court and were ready to meet
Defiance in the second game

Wooster was down by five points
early in the game but bed the
game at 9- 9 The Scotties scored
on their serves and finished
strongly to beat Defiance IS 10
In the third game of the match
Wooster continued to start slowly
They lost their momentum and
were beaten 11- 15
In the second match of the day
Wooster encountered
BaldwinWallace In the first game Wooster
easily won 15- 8 Wooster was
deceptive in their placement of the
baH The spikers played together

COW Cross Country
Coming off a good performance
at the MaJone Invitational two

weeks ago the 1980 Wooster
Scots Cross Country team went
to Gambier last Saturday looking
for two victories against the strong
Kenyon Lords and the vnprovmg
Oberfin Yeomen Despite colder
than normal temperatures and an
unfamiliar course
the Scots
scored only 33 points to Kenyon s
36 and Oberfins 72 to give
Wooster the low score victory
With the two wins the Scots
raised their record to 3- 1 and
showed that they are among the
best teams in the OAC
Senior captain John Carwile
junior John Metz and freshman
James Clark led the harriers to
victory with respective finishes of
second 2717 third 2723 and
fifth 2751 over the slow five mile
course Junior Mark LTderbrock

9th 2813

and senior Greg
2917 rounded out
the Wooster attack while
freshmen Steve Kipp and John
Suther provided depth
Coach Jim Bean had been
stressing team running during
practice and it paid off as Carwile
Metz and Clark played follow the
leader for the first three miles
Tonian

14th-

After allowing Kenyons
outstanding runner Bob

Standard set the pace until two
miles to go Carwile and Metz
rolled by ton and immediately
opened a 25 yard gap Clark had
fatten back to fifth while Standard
dropped off to finish back in the
pack for 12th place
Carwile commented Our prerace strategy was to let Standard
lead for three to three and a half
miles then surge by break him
and hang on until the finish line
But a wrong turn after the four

STUDENT TYPING SERVICE

and executed beautiful fakes to Columbus to meet Ohio Wesagainst Bald win- Wallace The leyan and Ohio Dominican WooScotties began to spike decisively ster beat Ohio Wesleyan 15- 4
In the second game Wooster fell 15- 7 and beat Ohio Dominican
to a 10- 15 loss In the final game of 15- 10 17- 15 Everybody played

the match Wooster put it into high
gear and raced to a 15- 3 win For
the Scotties it looked like nothing
could go- wrong Now I know why
Spike has that nickname
Head Coach Geri Knortz was
pleased with her teams overall
performance singling out Kris
Leslie for her net play Mary
LeSourd and Jill Bassinger also
looked impressive for the Scotties
On October 7 Wooster traveled

mile mark by the two Scots and a
strong kick by Kenyons Mike
Hehne allowed the sophomore
Lord to first go by Metz then
Carwile to snag individual honors
by five seconds
Though it appeared that the
Scots had wrapped up the win by
taking three of the top five places
sub- par races by Elderbrock and
Tonian added a little suspense to
the outcome Carwile remarked
after the race that Mark and Greg
just had a bad day Everybody has
a couple of bad races a year so Im
not worried theyll run their usual
good race Saturday against
Muskingum The Scots did miss
the added depth of injured captain
Kevin Quirm who was sidelined
with a minor back spasm
Assistant Coach Tim Breiner
said it was good to win but if
Kenyon had been at full strength
Standards 12th place finish they

y

ed

200 400 pm
100 am
800
1

would have beaten us I think we
can run better
Coaches Bean and Breiner have
been pleased however with the
teams progress and are shooting
for the OAC championships and
NCAA regionab This years Scot
Cross Country team is the best
Wooster has had since 1973 Bean
acknowledges that uwe are a
strong committed group this
year and is hopeful the Scots will
continue their winning ways this

Saturday at home against

Muskingum
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Wooster was confident
on the
On October 11 Wooster travels
to Oberfih for a quadrangular meet
with Oberbn Hiram and Owen
Tech Wooster will meet Ohio
Northern and Capital on October
15 at Wooster so if you havent
seen the spikers yet come and
support them at their next home
game
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Big Test Denison

Scots Win Again to Remain Undefeated
I think we played a good game
the second half said Barney after
his teams 28- 6 win We kept the
ball away from Otterbein
Cellinis touchdown reception
at the Cardinals nest marked the
tenth in his career as a Scot
breaking the old school record of
nine held by Ned Compton 74
Ive worked really hard all the
time Ive been here to break the
record said Cellini

by Timothy E Spence

The Wooster Scots romped the
Cardinals of Otterbein College 286 on the latters home ground last
week as the Scots upped their
overall season record to 4- 0
It was a good victory for us we
came up with key plays when we
had to said Scot mentor Bob
HoJlman
At a press conference before
the Otterbein game Hodman said
As far as offense and defense
Otterbein will be the strongest
team weve played
But Wooster has proved to be a
more powerful defensive team
having this season prevented any
of its four opponents from scoring
a TD against the Scots

v

overall in Granville Denison last
week topped Wooster in overall
Ohio
offense after crushing
Wesleyan 56- 13 The Steam in
TJenisons engine is its 5- 10 160
pound all- American quarterback
Clay Sampson now in his last
season The Big Red quarterback
led the nation in total offense last
year

rivals
Denison uses a single- wing
offense where the wingback is
located behind the offensive
tackle which has proved very
effective in its game Coach
Hodman said
Reporting on how his team will
handle the powerful Big Red

offense the coach said Well stay
with our
present defensive

package
If we can contain Sampson
well be all right said MobOia
Well just have to forget about
what hes done in the past and play
the game

Gametime in Granville

tomorrow is 130

Woo Football Comments Notes and Quotes

WOOSTER TO WIN
Theres a tremendous temptation
to design an entire defense just to
says Hollman
stop Sampson
You cant do that First nobody is
going to shut him off completely
Second they have too many other
FOR

Offensively Otterbein last

Saturday Wooster ran up 383
yards total offense compared to
the Cardinals 167
Otterbein was the first team to
score against Wooster this season
when kicker Jim Hoyle put in two
good field goals both in the
second quarter Nevertheless
Wooster leads its opponents in
four consecutive games 148- 6 an
average of 37 points per game for
the fighting Scots
Wooster was quick to score in
the first period when freshman
Mark Griggs ran 69 yards to put
Wooster in the lead Kicker Keith
Anna also a freshman
successfully completed his first of
four conversions for the game
Then about halfway through the
second quarter quarterback Ron
Wright completed a pass to Griggs
who took the pigskin in for another

Woosters defense ranked first
defense in the OAC has
yet to give up a touchdown
through the first four games
Otterbein was the first team to get
on the board against Wooster but
the Cardinals could manage only

things that they can do to hurt you
Our
THE KEY
offensively
offense has to keep the ball away
from them Denison Then we
have to play our own game on

in total

defense and concentrate on thenoverall attack

two field goals
INJURY REPORT All OAC
safety Dale Fortner Akron
continues to play with his right
hand in a cast Otherwise
Hollman has every player healthy

CCP7Q C3t3- SlCl3r CQSSS

AftsOxe

score

After a scoreless third quarter
Wooster capitalized on a couple of
Otterbein mistakes First the
Cardinals were penalized for
roughhousing quarterback Gregg
Barney as he was passing pushing
Wooster ten yards deeper into
Otterbein territory Junior Tom
Mobilia used the penalty to his
advantage as he drove in
Woosters third touchdown
Later after taking the ball at the
seven Otterbein traveled up field
only to fumble on the 25 Wooster
recovered the lost Otterbein ball in
its own territory For a gain of 27
yards Barney completed a pass to
three- time letterman Vince Cellini
who scored Woosters second TD
in less than 20 seconds

r

Denisons got a great team and
has a great quarterback in
Sampson said Cellini of his next

Tomorrow Wooster meets a
strong Denison team which is 4- 1

a 2py

tf

y

Cfrotf2

Price includes the copy cassette and the
Copying Service Guaranteed perfect monaural

copies every time

What can you copy

The potential uses for cassette copies are endless Here are just

a few of the

lectures seminars language labs meetings
college classes sermons sales messages weddings interviews talking
letters family events relaxations exercises word- processing data and
computer programs
most common applications
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